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 Abbreviations and Definitions 

Table 1 Abbreviations and definitions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Abbreviation 
(if exists) 

Term in English Term in Croatian 

GCAP Green City Action Plan Akcijski plan za zeleni grad 

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development 

Europska banka za obnovu i razvoj 

KOM Kick-off meeting Inicijalni sastanak 

ToR Terms of Reference Projektni zadatak 

SEA Strategic Environmental Assessment Strateška procjena utjecaja na okoliš 

SEP Stakeholder Engagement Plan Plan uključivanja dionika 

 Approval Process Proces usvajanja 

 Steering Committee Upravni odbor 
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1. Introduction 

A Green City Action Plan (GCAP) is a bespoke plan for cities to tackle a broad set of 

environmental challenges, including water, air, soil, and climate change issues. The GCAP 

considers projects and policy actions to make changes to water, energy and waste 

infrastructure, transport system, buildings, and green spaces to improve the quality of the 

local environment and the resilience of the city.   

The GCAP is developed over six main stages, with the completed GCAP presented for 

formal adoption by the City. The main stages are as follows: 

• Inception including formal launch event  

• City baseline assessment  

• Prioritisation of environmental challenges  

• Setting City vision and strategic objectives  

• Development of GCAP actions  

• Preparation and adoption of the final GCAP document  

This Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP) sets out the engagement principles and tools to 

be applied throughout the project. The SEP should provide stakeholders with an overview 

of parties involved throughout the GCAP development process, as well as timing and 

format for the engagement events. 

Stakeholder engagement is the responsibility of the City, which is the ultimate owner of 

the GCAP and the holder of stakeholder relationships throughout project implementation. 

This Plan is a living document, which will be updated by the Consultant throughout the 

project, in agreement with the designated Green City Officer. 

1.1 GCAP purpose and scope 

The City of Split has a strong aspiration to become a sustainable, resilient and inclusive 

city, and to develop in a way which remains true to its architectural and historical legacy 

and character. Split became part of EBRD’s Green Cities Programme in April of 2020. 

A Green City Action Plan (GCAP) serves as a bespoke plan to enable cities to tackle a 

broad set of environmental and socio-economic challenges. GCAP actions can include 

projects, programmes and policies relating to water, energy and waste infrastructure; 

transport systems; buildings; and green spaces. 

1.2 Stakeholder engagement principles and approach 

A successful GCAP for Split will abide by the following principles: 

• Implement a process of engagement which will help provide legitimacy to the 

GCAP when it is adopted 

• Gather information from stakeholders who have important information for the 

GCAP 

• Consider the perspectives of a diversity of stakeholders, including vulnerable and 

minority groups 

• Continuously review the approach and maintain flexibility as the process unfolds 

 

With these principles in mind, the Stakeholder Engagement Plan will: 
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• Identify a broad range of stakeholder groups to be engaged throughout the 

development of the Split GCAP,  

• Categorise and prioritise stakeholders  

• Identify existing relationships between stakeholders (i.e. conflicts, alliances, 

neutrality) 

• Define stakeholders roles and responsibilities throughout the Project development 

and implementation 

• Describe stakeholder engagement methods for each stakeholder group 

• Outline the method to record the engagement events and their outcomes 

 

2. Roles and responsibilities 

2.1 The City 

As the owner of the GCAP the City will review, modify, and confirm the list of stakeholders 

proposed by the Consultant. The City will also approve documents related to stakeholder 

engagement, take part in meetings, workshops, and discussions, and will continue 

stakeholder engagement after the approval of the GCAP.  

In the baseline and further GCAP process the City’s responsibility is to support the 

consultant by delivering data, sharing knowledge regarding environmental and climate 

policy, providing feedback on the ideas presented by the Consultant, providing feedback 

on environmental priorities and actions, supporting communications and organisational 

matters, and approving the final document. 

The City will use its existing communications and engagement channels (e.g. the City 

official website) to inform the public about next steps in the GCAP process.  

2.2 Consultant 

The consultant is responsible for: identification of stakeholders across different stages of 

the project; preparation of events and other forms of engagement; delivery of engagement, 

preparation of reports and memos after engagement events; preparation of communication 

notes etc. The consultant will work closely with the City during each stage of stakeholder 

engagement.  

2.3 EBRD 

The Bank’s role is to review and provide feedback to documents related to stakeholders. 

As a supporting body for the City, the Bank may also participate in meetings and workshops 

and comment on ongoing actions in the project. The key project documents including SEP, 

once agreed with the City, will be published on the EBRD Green Cities website. 

2.4 Institutional stakeholders 

Institutional stakeholders include City institutions and municipal companies that 

implement City policy and manage city assets. The municipal companies will be engaged 

in cooperation in terms of data sharing and providing feedback on suggested actions in the 

area of their expertise. 

2.5 Third Parties 

External stakeholders are not directly involved in the project but play an important role and 

influence the city life, for example: NGOs working on improvement of environmental and 
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climate conditions, scientific society members, policy and research think tanks, social 

movements, labour unions, community-based organisations, women’s groups, business 

development organisations and other socio-economic and labour-market actors, including 

individual activists  universities members, neighbour municipalities, national ministries 

and local media. 

It is planned to undertake activities to involve third parties in ideas-sharing regarding urban 

green city policy and actions as well as exchange of information on the existing condition 

of the city and identified priorities. 

2.6 Individual residents 

Split’s residents will have access to the public deliverables via the City’s official website. 

The deliverables and updates on the project process will be made via the City website. The 

residents will have access to online surveys where they will be able to share comments and 

ideas.  

 

3. Stakeholder identification and engagement 

The first and most crucial step in creating a meaningful Stakeholder Engagement Plan is 

the identification of a broad range of relevant stakeholders.  

As an initial exercise, the consultant created a list of groups that have previously been 

engaged in different city programmes and projects in the City of Split.  

The consultant analysed the initial list of stakeholder groups to ensure a comprehensive 

coverage and  representation of different groups including ethnic or other minorities; 

internally displaced persons; elderly; youth; women; LGBTQI+ persons, people with 

disabilities etc.  

The level of engagement of stakeholders groups varies according to their roles and 

responsibilities. Some will be directly engaged in developing the GCAP, for example 

through participating in workshops, meetings, capacity building and trainings, while 

others will be able to track the project progress and provide feedback at specific points, 

through widely available sources of information (e.g. the City’s Website).  

 

4. Engagement methods 

Different engagement methods are envisaged throughout the GCAP development process. 

They will depend on the  specific stage of the process and for different groups of 

stakeholders. Depending on the chosen involvement level for each group of stakeholders, 

different method of engagement will be chosen.   

Methods mentioned below are planned to be used in the GCAP development process: 

• Workshops (virtual or in-person)- Open and exploratory sessions used to engage 

with multiple stakeholder groups, such as the City sectoral experts, or external 

experts from the third parties. This method is designed to obtain information about 

preferences and opinions and to generate ideas for the project.  

• Working meetings- Ad hoc meetings (online or face-to-face) between internal 

stakeholders and other City related persons and organisations organised to discuss 
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ongoing matters and emerging issues, important for data collection and 

management.  

• City website- Used continuously to communicate the project steps, present the 

public deliverables and results and gather feedback from all interested parties. All 

data will be publicly available free-of-charge for review and comment. 

• Survey- Used as a data collection instrument to support the characterisation of the 

City baseline and when suitable to consult other stages of the project. 

Questionnaires contain a pre-defined set of questions designed to fulfil a particular 

need for information. 

• Other- may take a variety of forms depending on the stakeholders involved and 

the objectives of the consultation, such as: public meetings, focus groups meetings, 

round table events, interviews with key stakeholders, social media. The specific 

mechanisms for consultation will be tailored to the identified stakeholders, 

including any vulnerable groups or those with specific needs. 

The project is committed to protecting public health and the health of project participants, 

in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic by, for example: following local rules, using 

virtual or hybrid methods of stakeholder engagement. 

All stakeholders engagement events already undertaken are described in Appendix A- 

Record of completed engagement activities. 

5. Communication methods and data flow 

5.1 Communicating with the public  

Communicating the GCAP to citizens will be centred around the existing official City 

website- https://split.hr/, including information on project steps and results and to gather 

feedback from all interested parties (external stakeholders). The City website will make it 

possible to provide both general feedback and ideas and specific comments on published 

GCAP deliverables.  

Communication strategy and methods are separated for each Stakeholder role. Decision 

Makers (City Mayor, Steering Committee, Technical Expert Group) are to be focused on 

informing and discuss through meetings and formal sessions. Consultant/adviser 

(Technical Expert Group, citizens, third parties, working groups) role is to consult, involve 

and empower through working groups, meetings, calls, surveys. Data providers 

(Technical Expert Grup, working groups, third parties) are to inform and be involved 

through meetings, phone calls, surveys. In addition to the above, the Consultant working 

group and City working group are responsible for engaging with public and civil society 

groups, via surveys, social media, and other mass outreach activities. 

In agreement with the City, the following project deliverables are suggested to be made 

public: 

• Public surveys and summaries 

• Stakeholder Engagement Plan 

• GCAP - Draft and final document 

All disclosed documents should remain available at least until the end of a recommended 

30-day consultation period for the draft GCAP.  
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6. Engagement activities  

6.1 Engagements schedule 

The main engagement events are listed in the table below.  

Table 2 Engagement events schedule 
Engagement  Term Participants 

Kick-off event 26 April 2021 49 participants: 

− 23 (13 female and 10 male 

participants) in-person participants  

− 26 (14 female and 12 male 

participants) on-line joining 

participants 

Q&A session for the Technical 

Expert Group 

03 March 2022 50 participants: 

− including EBRD representatives, 

Arup and local consultants 

− 33 participants from the City (14 

female and 19 male participants) 
Public survey on the priorities 

challenges in the city 

14-24 March 2022 792 responses: 

− 407 responses from females and 360 

responses from males.  

− There were 6 responses marked as 

other and 19 responses preferred not 

to say the sex. 
Prioritisation Workshop#1  

Consultation with the Technical 

Expert Group, City representatives 

and city utilities companies, 

academia representatives, 3rd parties, 

NGOs  

Workshop were aimed to present 

and discuss the emerging findings of 

the technical baseline and to reach 

consensus on the priority challenges 

for the GCAP.  

28-29 March 2022 Day 1: 

Workshop session 1: 

− 24 participants (6 female, 18 male) 

Workshop session 2: 

− 17 participants (7 female and 10 

male participants)  

− Arup and local consultants staff 

Day 2: 

− 10 participants (10 male) 

− Arup and local consultants staff 

− Local coordinator RaST 

Public survey to identify Vision 

and agree the defined Strategic 

Objectives.  

19-30 September 2022 133 responses: 

− The total number of open-ended 

responses was 71 

− 84 women and 46 men took part in 

the survey 

− 3 people preferred not to indicate 

their gender 

Action development Worshop#2 

Confirming the prioritisation, Vision 

and Strategic Objectives. 

Workshops aimed to provide forum 

for presenting and discussing the 

results of vision and strategic 

objectives survey, review the list of 

actions and define the short-list of 

actions for the GCAP. 

11 October 2022 40 participants: 

− 25 were male and 15 were female 

− 23 out of 40 participants were the 

city and city utility companies’ 

representatives (57.5%) 

− The rest of the participants 

represented National Government 

companies, NGO's, Institutes and 

academia. 

Present GCAP to City officials  December 2022 Ongoing process 
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6.1.1 Other engagement activity 

During different stages of the project, surveys, focus groups, interviews, calls, face-to-face 

meetings, and online inquiries will be required to obtain data, information, and opinions 

depending on the project stage. Details of these planned activities will be added to the SEP 

as the project progresses.  

6.1.2 Monitoring and Reporting 

To track stakeholder engagement, the Consultant will monitor progress indicators during 

the project and provide updates to the City and EBRD. 

As the project will be communicated mainly through online media, one method to measure 

public interest is through quantitative monitoring of number of views of social media posts 

and the number of ideas and comments uploaded though City website.  

As events and other engagement activities are completed, a summary note of the activity 

will be added to the Appendix to build up a record of what engagement was carried out. 

Interim updates on engagement will be provided to the Steering Committee and a complete 

report of engagement activity will be prepared and issued alongside the final version of the 

GCAP.
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A.1 Kick-off Event, 26 April 2021 

 Kick-off event describtion 

The Kick-off Event took place in the Great Hall of the Faculty of Civil Engineering, 

Architecture and Geodesy Split for the in-person participants and via WebEx connection 

for the online participants. In total there were 49 participants, 23 (13 female and 10 male 

participants) in-person participants and 26 (14 female and 12 male participants) on-line 

joining participants. The event was attended by senior staff from the City of Split and 

municipal institutions together with senior EBRD representatives and project team 

members. The event included a statement from the Mayor, a representative from the 

TaiwanBusiness – EBRD TC Fund, and the Head of EBRD’s resident office.  

The event was held in Croatian and English, with simultaneous translation depending on 

the speaker and audience member. 

A copy of the event agenda is provided in the figure below. All of the in-person participants 

were provided with the Agenda for the meeting, a one-pager about the GCAP, and the 

FAQ’s about the GCAP.  

 

Figure 1 Launch Event Agenda 

 Press event 

A press event took place before the meeting. The press questions was answered by Andro 

Krstulović Opara - Mayor of the City of Split and Victoria Zinchuk - Head of EBRD 

Croatia. 

The media were invited, and delivered the following coverage:  

1. https://www.glasistre.hr/hrvatska/predstavljen-akcijski-plan-za-zeleni-grad-split-

716832 

2. https://slobodnadalmacija.hr/split/split-se-prvi-u-hrvatskoj-prikljucio-programu-

zeleni-gradovi-na-kampus-stigla-i-direktorica-ebrd-a-krstulovic-opara-otkrio-i-

sto-je-bio-okidac-1094125  

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhejbew6UmA  
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4. https://www.radiodalmacija.hr/predstavljen-projekt-izrade-akcijskog-plana-za-

zeleni-split/  

5. https://gradonacelnik.hr/vijesti/split-predstavljen-projekt-izrade-akcijskog-plana-

za-zeleni-split/  

6. https://dalmatinskiportal.hr/energija-i-ekologija/na-splitskom-fgag-u-

predstavljen-projekt-izrade-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-split/96198 

7. https://www.dalmacijadanas.hr/split-zeli-biti-kao-barcelona-predstavljen-projekt-

izrade-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-split/  

8. https://www.dalmacijanews.hr/clanak/n2lq-na-splitskom-fgag-u-predstavljen-

projekt-izrade-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-split 

9. https://radio.hrt.hr/aod/dnevnik-radio-splita/380098/  

10. HRT regionalni dnevnik, 26.4.: https://enz.hrt.hr/ 
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A.2 Q&A - Introductory meeting with TEG - 

Technical Expert Group, 3 March 2022 

 Q&A session 

The Q&A session was an important stage in GCAP process: it marked the end of data 

collection and baseline assessment and the start of action development. The purpose of the 

workshop was to: 

• Start broader engagement with the City 

• Present the GCAP process to the TEG group 

This session was designed as a single group meeting for all attendees. After the presentation 

there was time for questions and discussion on the presented information.  The session was 

an online meeting conducted in Croatian language with the short introduction conducted in 

English.  

In total there were 50 participants including EBRD representatives, Arup and local 

consultants. There were 33 participants from the City (14 female and 19 male participants). 

The event was attended by senior staff from the City of Split and municipal institutions 

together with senior EBRD representatives and project team members. The event included 

an introduction speech from the Mayor, and introduction word from representative from 

the Head of EBRD’s resident office.  

The event was held in Croatian and English, with simultaneous translation depending on 

the speaker and audience member. 

A copy of the event agenda is provided in the table below.  

Table 3 Q&A session agenda 

The city has published a press release after the meeting. The link to the publication is 

available here: https://www.split.hr/clanak/buducnost-splita-je-zelena-odrzan-radni-

sastanak-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-grad-split 

Q&A session Agenda– Presentations 

(14:00-15:05 CET) 
Speakers 

14:00 – 14:05  Welcome, introduction and purpose Stephen Cook 

ARUP, GCAP Team Leader 

14:05 – 14:10  Mayor’s vision and key issues/priorities Ivica Puljak  

Mayor of the City of Split 

14:10 – 14:20 EBRD – Green Cities program Victoria Zinchuk 

Head of EBRD Croatia 

14:20 – 14:40 GCAP process presentation – progress to date 

and upcoming steps 

Dinko Peračić 

ARUP, Local Coordinator 

14:40 – 14:55 Baseline documents question and discussion All invited 

14:55 – 15:00  Wrap up and next steps Stephen Cook 

ARUP, GCAP Team Leader 

Dinko Peračić 

ARUP, Local Coordinator 

https://www.split.hr/clanak/buducnost-splita-je-zelena-odrzan-radni-sastanak-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-grad-split
https://www.split.hr/clanak/buducnost-splita-je-zelena-odrzan-radni-sastanak-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-grad-split
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A.3 Public survey, 14-24 March 2022 

Between 14 and 24 of March the City has published a survey prepared by the Consultants. 

The purpose of the survey was seeking the views of Split citizens to help identify what are 

the city’s most important challenges and areas for action. The survey results were planned 

to be a part of prioritisation process.  

City publication about the survey: https://www.split.hr/clanak/poziv-gradjanima-ispunite-

anketu-i-pridonesite-definiranju-aktivnosti-zastite-okolisa-na-podrucju-naseg-grada 

The survey was short and simple, and it’s filling out took about 10 minutes. 

Questions presented in the survey: 

Basic data 

1. Sex 

• Female 

• Male  

• Other 

• Prefer not to say 

2. Age: 

• Below 18 

• 18-25 

• 26-39 

• 40-65 

• Above 65 

3. Please read the following statements about the condition of the environment and public places in 

Split, and indicate whether you agree or disagree with each statement.  

1 = Strongly disagree 

2 = Disagree 

3 = Neither agree nor disagree 

4 = Agree 

5 = Strongly agree 

0 = Don’t know/not applicable 

i. The air quality in the city is good. 

ii. The water along the coastline and in rivers around the city is clean. 

iii. The city has a good amount of accessible parks and green spaces in the city. 

iv.            Green spaces are well maintained. 

v. Beaches and coastal areas are clean and in good condition 

vi. Walking around the city is safe, pleasant and comfortable.  

vii. There is a great variety of flora and fauna in the city, and valuable natural areas are well 

protected and maintained.  

viii. The city is well-prepared, responsive and resilient to recent natural shock events and stresses 

such as severe weather, heat waves, drought, flooding and earthquakes. 

ix. The city is well-prepared, responsive and resilient to recent social, political and economic shock 

events and stresses such as pandemics, change of political leadership, economic disruption or 

civil unrest. 

4. Please add any additional comments in the box below: 

 
5. Do you think the environment and public places in Split have gotten better or worse in recent 

years?   

1 = Much better 

2 = Somewhat better 

3 = Neither better nor worse 

4 = Somewhat worse 

5 = Much worse 

0 = Don’t know / not applicable 
6. Please add any additional comments in the box below: 

 
7. Please read the following statements about the condition of public services and infrastructure in 

Split, and indicate whether you agree or disagree with each statement.   
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1 = Strongly disagree 

2 = Disagree 

3 = Neither agree nor disagree 

4 = Agree 

5 = Strongly agree 

0 = Don’t know/not applicable 

 

i. Traffic jams are infrequent and the city’s streets are in good condition. 

ii. There is adequate parking, and parking rules are complied with 

iii. It is safe and convenient to ride a bicycle around the city. 

iv. Public transport in the city is safe, affordable and convenient.  

v. I am satisfied with the quality and reliability of drinking water in the City.  

vi. The city has a regular and reliable waste collection service, and streets and public places are free 

from litter or illegal dumping. 

8. Please add any additional comments in the box below: 

 
9. Below are 10 potential areas of activity important for the future of Split. 

Please move the sentences to create your list of areas of activity for the City of Split, from the most  

Important (top of the list) to the less important. 

• Improvement / increase of pedestrian zones, bicycle paths and public areas (squares, parks…) 

• Improving public transport 

• Reduction of traffic jams and air pollution 

• Conservation of biodiversity and increase in the number of trees 

• Improving water supply and reducing water pollution 

• Improving the energy efficiency of buildings 

• Improving / rebuilding neglected parts of the city and preventing the uncontrolled expansion of 

the city 

• Increasing energy production from renewable sources 

• Improving the system of waste collection and maintaining street cleanliness 

• Increasing waste reuse and recycling 

 

The survey was anonymous. There were 792 responses in the survey. 407 responses from 

females and 360 responses from males. There were 6 responses marked as other and 19 

responses preferred not to say the sex.  

Almost half of the responses were given by the people in age between 40 to 65. 34% of 

respondents were between 26-39. Groups in the age of 18-25 and above 65 were represents 

of 8% of the responders for each group. There were 2 responses given by people in the age 

group below 18.  

The summary of the survey was shared with the City and published for the wider audience.  

The link to the survey summary is here: https://www.split.hr/clanak/strucne-radionice-i-

anketa-za-gradjane-vazan-korak-u-izradi-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-split. 
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A.4 Prioritisation workshops, 28-29 March 

2022 

 Prioritisation workshops describtion 

The purpose of the Prioritisation workshops was to provide a forum for presenting and 

discussing the emerging findings of the technical baseline and reaching a consensus on the 

priority challenges for the GCAP.  

Workshops day 1 consisted of two sequential events respectively covering the following 

sectoral themes: 

• Workshop 1: Blue-green systems (Water and sewage infrastructure, Seawater and 

coastal areas, Green and public spaces, Biodiversity, Spatial planning, etc.) 

• Workshop 2: Resources and infrastructure (Transport, Public spaces, Seaport, 

Buildings, and energy efficiency, Energy infrastructure, Solid Waste, Spatial 

planning, etc.) 

In workshop session 1, there were 25 participants (6 female, 18 male), at workshop session 

2 there were 17 participants (7 female and 10 male participants) and Arup and local 

consultants staff and local coordinator RaST.  

Workshop day 2 consisted of one meeting with the Head of City Departments and 

Municipal Companies. The meeting focused on discussing Departments and Municipal 

companies current challenges and potential areas of action connected to the priorities 

discussed during the day 1 workshop. 

On the 2nd day of the workshop session, there were 10 participants (10 male), Arup and 

local consultants staff.  

Table 4 Suggested standard agenda for each priorisetisation workshop 

Activity Time Objectives Participants 

Workshop session 1 12:00-14:00 Working session - blue-green 

systems thematic group 
Consultant team and City 

representatives.  

Break 14:00-15:00 Time for informal discussions All 

Workshop session 2 15:00-17:00 Working session - Resources and 

infrastructure thematic group 
Consultant team and City 

representatives.  

 

Day 1 workshops – prioritisation workshop, 28 March 2022 

Table 5 Prioritatisation workshop day 1 agenda 

No. Item Led by Duration (min) Elapsed (min) 

1 Welcome, introduction and 

purpose. 

Consultant 5 5 

2 Introduction by the Mayor – 

video 

Mayor/video 2 7 
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3 Warm-up session – Round 1 of 

voting for city/thematic area 

priorities 

All 3 10 

4 Presentation on GCAP process, 

findings, and proposed 

prioritisation, including results 

of the public survey on 

challenges and areas for action. 

Consultant 15 25 

5 Group discussion (multiple 

groups if numbers more than 7): 

Discuss the discussion 

questions / sub-topics 

All 15 40 

6 BREAK All 10 50 

7 Feedback from group 

discussion: The teams will 

confront their findings. 

All 25 75 

8 BREAK (time for the 

Consultant to update the voting 

poll) 

All 10 85 

9 Round 2 of voting on the 

city/thematic areas priorities 

All 5 90 

10 Present the updated 

prioritisation 

Consultant 5 95 

11 Q&A and close All 15 110 

Day 2 workshops – meeting with Heads of Departments and Municipal Companies, 

29 March 2022 

Table 6 Prioritatisation workshop day 2 agenda 

Activity Time Objectives Participants 

Workshop session  10:30-12:00 Meeting with Heads of 

Departments and Municipal 

Companies 

Consultant team and City 

representatives.  

 Prioritisation workshops outcomes 

Participants actively participated in the meetings and discussed the most important 

priorities and challenges of the city. During the workshops the Consultant used interactive 

tool: Mentimeter, which helped as a warming up tool for the discussion. The results from 

voting will be used for the purpose of final prioritisation of the challenges in the city along 

with the comments made during the discussions.  

The output of the 1st day workshop was an in-depth discussion about the challenges of each 

sector and an agreed set of priority challenges. 

The 2nd day meeting resulted in the list of action areas potential to include in the GCAP. 

The results from the workshops together with the public survey results will allow the 

Consultant to prepare a final prioritisation list and move to list the actions to be included in 

the GCAP. 
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A.5 Public survey, 19-30 September 2022 

Between 19 and 30 of September the City has published a survey prepared by the 

Consultants. The purpose of the survey was seeking the views of Split citizens to help 

identify GCAP Split Vision and agree the defined Strategic Objectives. The survey was 

also aimed at harmonizing the vision and strategic objectives of the Split GCAP. 

City publication about the survey: https://www.split.hr/clanak/anketa-za-gradjene-

definiranje-vizije-i-vaznosti-strateskih-ciljeva-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-split 

The survey was short and simple, and it’s filling out took about 8 minutes. There was a 

total of 6 questions, 3 demographic questions about the gender, age and location, 1 selection 

question, rating question, and 1 open-ended question. 

The survey was anonymous. There were 133 responses in the survey. The total number of 

open-ended responses was 71. The results show that 84 women and 46 men took part in the 

survey. Additionally, 3 people preferred not to indicate their gender.  

The largest number of respondents was in the age group 40 to 65 years, comprising 47% of 

total respondents (62 respondents). The smallest number of respondents was the age group 

above 65 years, comprising 3% of total respondents (4 respondents).  

Respondents are living in 28 different districts. Proportion of respondents living in 

Neslanovac and Lovret Districts were the highest with 12% and 9% respectively. 

Questions presented in the survey: 

Basic data 

1. Sex 

• Female 

• Male  

• Prefer not to say 

2. Age: 

• Below 18 

• 18-25 

• 26-39 

• 40-65 

• Above 65 

3.           Location 

 

4. What keywords should be included in the vision of the Split Green City Action Plan, which should 

be achieved within 15 years? Choose from the list below three keywords / phrases that, in your 

opinion, should define Split in the future 

• attractive 

• inclusive 

• sustainable 

• green (preservation of green areas and greening of the city) 

• blue (sea and coast protection) 

• biodiverse 

• resilient 

• resilient to climate change 

• intelligent (a city that uses technology to provide services and solve city problems. A smart city 

improves transportation and accessibility, social services, promotes sustainability, and gives its 

citizens a voice) 

• accessible  

• comfortable 

• ensuring well-being 

• innovative 

• promoting social justice 

• protecting and promoting heritage 

• other 

https://secure-web.cisco.com/1sRBioUmbX5Bz878e1WeVAfPdLldxSPHro8GuEkAapvZLUbguS_7gp4oIEfrmj8o1VZXh1yoJr6pnT2qMzEyqeD9_uS5f-G8ffc_6-lDHAoY5fKhOTvEtVRq-hLoyCFqbimL79Xb3ed-ohLYGI6S5JouO7MLmtrmdE86eQs6cGST2SYnKzt0TyffEPlBW1-3vmnOVSXZg2ot4Y8_D_3vpU7-O1nQr_AF9SE7Gzmkmw6ifkkPM7vJQ8et-MvAvxtq4vVttA-7ogdQ0BjS-ZkcQeiPtu_KbhsNPoAX2TG9EXvlbKft9Y3Kaeh1Jkf_ohOOm/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.split.hr%2Fclanak%2Fanketa-za-gradjene-definiranje-vizije-i-vaznosti-strateskih-ciljeva-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-split
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1sRBioUmbX5Bz878e1WeVAfPdLldxSPHro8GuEkAapvZLUbguS_7gp4oIEfrmj8o1VZXh1yoJr6pnT2qMzEyqeD9_uS5f-G8ffc_6-lDHAoY5fKhOTvEtVRq-hLoyCFqbimL79Xb3ed-ohLYGI6S5JouO7MLmtrmdE86eQs6cGST2SYnKzt0TyffEPlBW1-3vmnOVSXZg2ot4Y8_D_3vpU7-O1nQr_AF9SE7Gzmkmw6ifkkPM7vJQ8et-MvAvxtq4vVttA-7ogdQ0BjS-ZkcQeiPtu_KbhsNPoAX2TG9EXvlbKft9Y3Kaeh1Jkf_ohOOm/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.split.hr%2Fclanak%2Fanketa-za-gradjene-definiranje-vizije-i-vaznosti-strateskih-ciljeva-akcijskog-plana-za-zeleni-split
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5. In the process of creating the Action Plan for a green Split, strategic goals were determined in key 

areas that should be achieved in the next 10 years. The following shows 11 strategic goals by sectoral 

areas, as well as strategic goals for cross-sectoral topics. Please rate which strategic goals in your 

opinion are the most important and time-critical to achieve, and rate them as follows: 

1 = Strongly disagree 

2 = Disagree 

3 = Neither agree nor disagree 

4 = Agree 

5 = Strongly agree 

0 = Don’t know/not applicable 

 

1. Water: Improve water management system  

2. Arrangement of the coastal belt: Improve the mechanisms for achieving good state of the marine 

environment and coastal areas  

3. Cross-sectoral subjects: Increase accessibility, inclusivity, safety, resilience and sustainability of the city 

4. Cross-sectoral subjects:  Increase resilience of the city to natural risks and climate hazards  

5. Transport: Develop a transport system based on sustainable mobility, with the provision of affordable 

and sustainable mobility options for people  

6. Energy: Increase energy efficiency and transition to clean energy 

7. Cross-sectoral subjects: Ensure energy efficiency of all key areas 

8. Waste: Improve waste management system  

9. Instruments for urbanization and development: plans, bodies, policies: Improve implementation of 

instruments to ensure integrated planning  

10. Biodiversity: Improve the system of protection of existing green areas and biodiversity and implement 

solutions for increase the quality and interconnection of green areas 

11. Green and public spaces: Improvement and revitalization of neglected parts of the city with the 

implementation of green infrastructure projects 

6. Considering that these strategic objectives are very important and time critical for you, please 

briefly write below the project proposals and / or actions that the city of Split should implement to 

achieve the stated objectives? 
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A.6 Action Development Workshop, 11 

October 2022 

 Action development workshop describtion 

The purpose of the Action Development Workshop was to provide a forum for presenting 

and discussing the results of vision and strategic objectives survey, review the list of actions 

and define the short-list of actions for the Split GCAP. 

The workshop conducted on the 11th of October. It was attended by technical expert group 

and external stakeholders. In total, there were 40 participants. Of the participants, 62,5% 

were male and 37,5% were female. It was held in Croatian and English, with simultaneous 

translation depending on the speaker and audience member.  

The workshops were including both internal and external stakeholders. 23 out of 40 

participants were the city and city utility companies’ representatives (57.5%). The rest of 

the participants represented National Government companies, NGO's, Institutes and 

academia. 

Participants actively participated in the workshop and discussed the longlist of actions by 

means of action cards. During the workshop, it was used interactive tool (Mentimeter) for 

an action selection and elimination. The top 15 actions were agreed with group discussion 

and second round mentimeter voting of 35 participants. 

The results from voting along with the comments made during the discussions will allow 

to prepare a detail description of shortlist of actions in the GCAP Actions Stage. 

Table 7 Action develoment workshop agenda 

Activity Duration Participants 

Opening: Welcome, introduction from the City, 

EBRD, the donor and purpose 
5 minutes Consultant 

Vision and strategic objectives presentation and 

survey result 

10 minutes Consultant 

Discussion 10 minutes  

GCAP action longlist presentation 10 minutes  

1st Vote on the top actions 10 minutes Technical expert group and external 

stakeholders 

Workshop session 1: Groups discussion on 

action selection and elimination 

35 minutes Consultant team, technical expert 

group and external stakeholders 

2nd Vote on the top actions 10 minutes Technical expert group and external 

stakeholders 

Break 20 minutes All 

Workshop session 2: Groups discussion on 

selected set of actions 

60 minutes All 

Feedback from group discussion 35 minutes All 

Closing: Questions and answers 10 minutes All 
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 Action workshops outcomes 

Participants actively participated in the workshop and discussed the longlist of actions 

using the action cards. During the workshop, there was used an interactive tool (Mentimeter) 

for action selection and elimination. The top 15 actions were chosen by group in two rounds 

of voting in Mentimeter and then discussed. 

In the second round of the workshops, participants were grouped by the sector area. They 

were assigned to discuss in detail each action, to then present their findings to others and 

propose the final list of action, which should be part of the GCAP Split.  

As a result of voting most of respondents chose action of greening of the city with nature-

based solutions (31 selection). The second most preferred actions are related to solid waste. 

These actions are construction of a city waste management centre in Karepovac and local 

waste recycling points (29 selection). These are followed by action of streets 

redevelopment for more convenient public and bicycle transport. The least voted actions 

are digital twin for water and wastewater management (4 selection), generation of green 

energy from water (5 selection) and improving the energy efficiency of heritage buildings 

(6 selection) respectively. The results from voting along with the comments made during 

the discussions will allow to prepare a detail description of shortlist of actions in the GCAP 

Actions Stage. 

In the second round of discissions: sectoral group discussion, the participants analysed the 

sectoral actions, made comments on the detail of actions, and tried to select the final list of 

actions. At the end of the workshops, each sectoral group presented the result of their 

discussion. 

Based on the voting and discussions the Consultant updated the list of actions and the action 

cards, adding or deleting information, depending on the participants comments. 

The final list of actions will be a result of workshops, and further agreement with the city 

and the workshops participants. 


